NUM APPEAL

### THEIR HOUR OF NEED

The NUM are faced with treachery on all sides: from the TUC, from the Labour Party leaders, from oil-fired stations, from the black marketeers and from the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. The NUM are faced with a new kind of attack on their movement. The NUM have been forced to take action to prevent a possible economic collapse. The NUM are faced with a new kind of attack on their movement. The NUM have been forced to take action to prevent a possible economic collapse. The NUM are faced with a new kind of attack on their movement. The NUM have been forced to take action to prevent a possible economic collapse.

**Traitors**

History is repeating itself in more ways than one. As in 1926 the TUC has backed away from providing the sort of support that the NUM need. The NUM leaders, the Trades Union Congress and the Labour Party have all betrayed the NUM. The NUM leaders, the Trades Union Congress and the Labour Party have all betrayed the NUM. The NUM leaders, the Trades Union Congress and the Labour Party have all betrayed the NUM. The NUM leaders, the Trades Union Congress and the Labour Party have all betrayed the NUM.

**Raising the stakes**

It's now a whole new ball game. The rail workers, together with the seamen, have the support of the NUM. But the NUM leaders, the Trades Union Congress and the Labour Party have all betrayed the NUM. This is a new kind of attack on the NUM. The NUM are faced with a new kind of attack on their movement. The NUM have been forced to take action to prevent a possible economic collapse. The NUM are faced with a new kind of attack on their movement. The NUM have been forced to take action to prevent a possible economic collapse. The NUM are faced with a new kind of attack on their movement. The NUM have been forced to take action to prevent a possible economic collapse.

**Midlands hold the key**
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MINERS NEWS

Spartacus

Pickets from Kellingley Colliery arrived at Denby Grange at 6am on Thursday 29th November 1984. The police met the picets. It was rumoured that four men were about to go to work.

Before the scab van arrived the picked began to push accompanied by the usual chorus of 'Here we go, Here we go'. The police clearly under strain, began to slip back. They then split ranks, drew batons and charged. One miner then threw a firework in the air; the explosion causing the police horses to back into their own ranks. Horsesmen then retreated into the rear.

Next miners raided a nearby timber yard for wood. Whereupon the Chief pig ordered picets to disperse. The picets front ranks split revealing their rearguard armed with sticks.

The police then ordered the miners to put down their 'weapons', whereupon a picet shouted out 'I'm Spartacus', holding a sticker in air. The policeman then followed suit. (To appreciate this act of solidarity you must be familiar with the Kirk Douglas epic of the same name.) In scene this parallels is the one where the victorious Romans — ie, the police — promise to spare the slaves — ie, the picets — if they betray their leader, and charged the miners.

After this the picets then began to chant and to bombard the police with their sticks. There was no wear protective riot gear sustained casualties. The cavalry then charged pushing picets back in to the Timber Yard, using a riot squad charge. The picets beat a hasty retreat.

Barricades were erected, using wooden stakes. The police were halted. The police then ordered the miners to put down their 'weapons', whereupon a picet shouted out 'I'm Spartacus', holding a sticker in air. The policeman then followed suit. (To appreciate this act of solidarity you must be familiar with the Kirk Douglas epic of the same name.) In scene this parallels is the one where the victorious Romans — ie, the police — promise to spare the slaves — ie, the picets — if they betray their leader, and charged the miners.
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Barricades were erected, using wooden stakes. The police were halted. The police then ordered the miners to put down their 'weapons', whereupon a picet shouted out 'I'm Spartacus', holding a sticker in air. The policeman then followed suit. (To appreciate this act of solidity...
The English fascist groups are now, far from being given a free run by the ruling class in attacking workers (as still in Spain, Italy, etc.), an embarrassment. They served a fringe purpose in anti-immigration campaigns but the more recent tactics of Vivar and his weasels prefer to attack Asian shopkeepers with a classic capitalist mentality, rather than 'black rioters', the financial backers of the whole phenomenon. But now the professional Nordic Heroes and find themselves stranded like fake Valykries and Brunnhildes of touring opera companies out of an engagement and without even the train fare back.

Martin Webster is going out in a blaze of litigation against his former NF cousins in arms - Colin Sowden hasn't lived down stealing kamikazes from Marks and Sparks; and John Tyndall singles with the continental Nazis in cosmonaut Britain.

The only way to get back to the more secure politics of the Mosley era is by chucking Mosleyism overboard and resurrecting the Strasserite myth, as pioneered by William Joyce (whom they don't like to talk about too much). Hitlerism is disowned by the 'trots' of fascism. This entails attacking Capitalism and Bolchevism - but as they have not too much experience from doing it from a working class point of view the Front are all out to hijack as many 'fringe' issue groups as they can; hence their sudden interest in ecological stuff, animal lib, anti-nuclear politics, etc.

They have failed to have any impact on the trade union movement and they are creatively providing for themselves a wideness within their own nationalist ghetto. Many of them work closely with the police; for this reason we wish to caution comrades to be specially vigilant of likely fascist candidates, especially provocateurs. Loose-knit groups, open to all-comers, are particularly attractive to subversion from counter-revolutionaries.

This campaign is necessarily directed against the anarchist movement - to divide it and to destroy it, but to steal from it too. Seemingly patronising articles, cartoons and views are lifted from Black Flag into National Front and National Action Party (whatever that is) propaganda, though the new black infiltration are directed at the squatter pop groups, and skin/punk scene, using 'peace, man' and aggro types alike for divisive attacks on organised anarchism. Ignore this妄了 at your peril.

**ANARCHIST BLACK CROSS.**

---

**BEST OF THE SUMMER WHINE**

Has *Freedom* now anything to do with the anarchist movement? Let us consider the November issue as the latest to come our way.

Having mysteriously taken over from Vernon Richard's hand-picked old collective, without any attempt at a 'ballot' by anyone, it's strange to find a new movement by readers (if any) that the new collective proceeded to damn the miners' union for not having a ballot - and damned *Black Flag* for being the sort of paper with gross personal insinuations. However some miners moved in asking for support and personal contact: suddenly *Freedom* switched - for the first time it supported the miners' case in an article 'Occupy the Pits', cribbed from an earlier issue of *Black Flag*.

This however was the only anarchist article, the rest was the same old crap: on the front page AR Brown repeated the tired old pacifist arguments against the Angry Brigade, all of which have been refuted many times; while on page two, one Walter Westphal slags *Black Flag* together with *Freedom* because we 'never see people selling it on the various marches and meetings, we are not in the business for business. The marches we are interested in are not for selling papers - that's for the trots, class war, he says, though 'unnecessarily crude and insulting', beats us hands down - because it sells well. Obviously if we 'Fuck the Queen' or something similar on the front page we would sell better, especially by cashing in on demonstrations. But is class war anarchist or anti-anarchist? At the crunch it is council-communist and opposes organised anarchism.

On page three of the November issue of *Freedom* Brian Bamford touches a real low down for the degenerated *Freedom* by attacking 'DAM Bootlickers and Creeps'...
FEEDBACK
Jack the Painter

Portsmouth Anarchist FREE paper, No. 1 and No. 2, page A4 format duplicated. All typist and he was a Belfast 'Sugar grassees', 121 eviuction threat & raid news, Miners, Cleaners, Telephone tapping, and lots more. Jack the Painter was the nick-name of his who worked as a painter in the Portsmouth dockyard. He tried to help the American republican movement with a plan to set fire to naval docks. His plan failed and he was arrested in March 1777, tried for treason, hanged and his body left to rot in a cage at the entrance to the harbour. Contact address: c/o Spice Island, 30 Osborne Road, Southsea, HAMPSHIRE.

LWG-IWA Conference
November 23 at 339 Lafayette St (near Bleecker), Manhattan, New York City. Begins 9.30am and continues until the Sunday when there will be a cultural event/party. Organised by the Libertarian Workers Group (IWA), Room 202, 339 Lafayette St, NYC, NY 10012. (Tel 212-505 6590). It is hoped the conference will help create a nationwide libertarian workers organisation as the US section of the International Workers Association (the anarchist-syndicalist international).

Anarchism & British Labour

Rebel Worker
Vol 3, No 5 out now. 30p per issue or 33 (Aust) annual sub. From PO Box 92, PRIME MINISTER ROLLED INTO A SITUATION WHERE YOU GET CO-OPS, 40 Turner Lane, Sydney, Australia. V/34 (Aust) annual sub. From PO Box 92, PRIME MINISTER ROLLED INTO A SITUATION WHERE YOU GET CO-OPS, 40 Turner Lane, Sydney, Australia. V/34 (Aust) annual sub. From PO Box 92, PRIME MINISTER ROLLED INTO A SITUATION WHERE YOU GET CO-OPS, 40 Turner Lane, Sydney, Australia. V/34 (Aust) annual sub. From PO Box 92, PRIME MINISTER ROLLED INTO A SITUATION WHERE YOU GET CO-OPS, 40 Turner Lane, Sydney, Australia.

Knee Deep in Shit
30p from KDIS, c/o 127 Thornton Rd, Bradford. Includes Part 2 of a well researched dossier on local Freemasons. Also much scandal and funny.

Apologies
Apologies are due to White Dwarf Edi- tions (Canada) whose address we got wrong in a previous issue. Their correct address is: CP 282, Succ E, Montreal, PQ H2T 3A7, Canada. The booklet, 'A Day Mournful And Overcast' (reviewed in BF no 118) can be obtained from the above address and not the one we printed earlier.

Haringey Anarcha-Feminists
We're a newly formed group of active anarcha-feminists. We're meeting at Haringey Women's Centre, 40 Turner Lane, every Thursday at 7.30pm. If you want to find out more come along. We'd also like to make contact with other similar groups; write c/o Women's Centre.

Buckinghamshire Group
A new contact address: Bucks Area A's, c/o 'Cornerstones', Sly Corner, Lee Common, Great Missenden, Bucks. BLACK FLAG PAGE FOUR

GREEN ANARCHIST

At first glance the Green Anarchist could be seen as a useful road for pass- ed-off CN'Ders to enter the Anarchist Movement. At second glance the views expressed are more like the daydreams of a middle class passivist back to the land- er than anarchism. At third glance the paper drives me wild...For eg, the main Where We Stand article declares that conservation is not an option because it could only happen through unacceptable violence. Instead it says we should campaign for tax reductions (?!?) which will lower the cost of living, making co-ops more competitive. Then "there will be a regression in technology and we won't be able to build the bomb". To me this loony rubbish is a portrayal of anarch- ism. The best thing any class war anar- chist can do with this paper is to stick it up a rich pigs arsehole!

R.J.

LETTER FROM AUSTRALIA

Dear Comrades,

The last issue of Black Flag Quarterly maintains the usual high standards set by past issues. I myself was pleased to read, after mention of it several times in the past, some details on the Soldiers Councils in Egypt.

In our last letter we mentioned that we had started a Solidarity Fund for the Miners in Britain. Well so far we have raised and sent £300...A small sum perhaps when compared to the £200,000 raised in 1889 by an insurgent Australian union movement for the London Dock Strike. However, considering the size of our group, we were pleased with the response we got, especially money collected within the workplaces.

Jim Cush, Rebel Worker Group Australia.
Canada

Hunger strike continues

Doug Stewart, one of the Vancouver Five, is now (as we go to press) in his fifth week of a hunger strike. The Five received sentences ranging from 6 years to life for their part in anti-state/anti-militarist actions (eg, the bombing of a Cruise Missile parts plant and a hydro-electric station, etc), claimed by the anarchist guerrilla group, Direct Action, and anti-porn actions (firebombing of porn-video outlets), claimed by the Women’s Fire Brigade.

After sentencing Doug was 'ghosted' to Archambault Penitentiary, outside of Montreal. Trouble is he is now several thousand miles away from his friends and family and Doug is unable to communicate with anyone (the prison is in a French speaking region, Doug only speaks English). So far his time hasn't been so good: he has been given poor work to do, has been refused permission to attend study courses, and has been put into an isolation unit for making complaints.

Doug began the hunger strike on October 6 and has demanded that he be transferred to another prison where English is spoken and where he can be closer to his friends and relatives. In the meantime the prison authorities have responded by attempting to force-feed him.

Recently several demonstrations have taken place in cities throughout Canada on Doug's behalf. The Anarchist Black Cross also helped to organise a picket outside the Canadian Embassy in London and have written directly to over 100 ABC contact groups throughout the world to show solidarity.

Readers can help by sending telegrams/letters of protest to: Svend Robinson (MP), House of Commons, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada; Elmer McKay, Solliciteur General, Chambre des Communes, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada; M. Viau, Directeur du penitencier Chambre des Communes, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada; M. Viau, Directeur du penitencier Archambault, CF 1210, Ste-Anne-des-Plaines, PQ, JON 1R0, Canada.

India

To date the number of people killed in India because of the Sikh assassination of Mrs Indira Gandhi tops 1000. These killings include the most brutal torture, rape and violations of personal dignity. We find it hard to understand the police mentality of those who so identify with their rulers that they attack other people, with the same problem another person but differing in nationality, race or religion, and then hold them all for the actions of one, a dozen or a sizeable minority.

Let us such actions to the police.

If this had happened to our beloved Prime Minister we individually might have been dancing in the streets and distributing sweets to everyone who were doing in Southall, but doubt very much if even from patriots there would be any such reaction against the Irish (who probably the ones capable of carrying out this act).

Is it the absence of religious feeling? What use the 'enlightenment' of all the gurus when you can be dragged off a train and burned alive? Any such reaction against the Irish (who probably the ones capable of carrying out this act).

France

A group calling itself, Boom Boom, has claimed responsibility for the bombing of 400,000 volt power cable in an area around Paris. The cable carried current from a nearby nuclear power plant.

Spain

Half a dozen big time crooks escaping from British police and possibly a couple of hundred, only half-wanted, small fry are living in Spain in various degrees of luxury along the coast. One or two of these have needed the Home Office so much that it is pressurising the Spanish authorities into a new extradition Act.

The Spanish Government is able to extract the maximum political concessions - a diplomatic representative has pointed out that in 100 years of the old Treaty (which expired six years ago) 'only one man had been extradited from Britain, and he escaped' and the treaty should not be 'one way'.

Sounds fair. But consider that during that 100 years, for well over 40 of them Spain was living under an illegal military dictatorship imposed by foreign rule, and for at least 30 years of that was either under military rule or in the throes of civil war. The extraditions it wanted were for purely political reasons and the intention of those extradition was the murder of the people concerned. It had the close cooperation of Interpol throughout, the British police cooperated with the various dictatorships and all it lacked was the agreement of the British Government to send the people back. No government dared do it for political reasons.

Now the image of Spain abroad has changed and the government could do it. But the Spanish reality has not changed. The criminals who made up Spain’s army and police forces in various guises have notUNCERTAIN direction. All that has happened is Franco died in bed. For the price of getting back a few mobsters will 'Britain' acquiesce to murder?

Chile

Latest news on the guerrilla front. A police bus was blown apart in Valparaiso. Four cops died, twelve wounded. The bomb was a remotely-controlled device.

In Santiago the government announced that the notorious Pisagua detention camp (last used in the aftermath of the '73 coup) will be reopened and used as a holding centre for internes taken from the barrios. Censorship had been extended in advance of the one day general strike.

Around 20 bombs went off in Santiago the day before the strike. Other cities were also hit. Targets included banks, public transport vehicles, etc. No one was hurt.

On the day of the strike the riot cops went berserk; 9 people died, 60 injured and almost 200 arrested. Pinochet threatened to remove martial law if the disturbances did not stop.

Denmark

Dockers

At the port of Aarhus dockers picketed the entrance in an attempt to stop scab truck drivers from moving South African coal on to a British ship, 'Miliment', the coal was to be used against the Miners strike in Britain.

United States

of America

9,000 self-sufficient rural Indians face eviction by 'development/energy' interests.

For general information and to get involved,

Big Mountain Support Group
1412 Cypress St.
Berkeley CA 94703
(415) 841-6500
Monday, October 8, saw the beginning of the Tory Conference at Brighton - in true fascist style. That night 50 male thugs trashed a model Trident built by the local CND and four were ordered on by their girlfriends as they left a Young Conservative disco. The only one arrested and charged by the local police who held people still - disregarding some thuggish watchdogs.

Tuesday morning...one of the anarchists, a woman, was pushed into an alleyway by the local CND group. They were cheered by the local Tory club - disregarding some thuggish watchdogs.

As the dust settled on Brighton seafront on Friday, the Sussex police were out in force looking tired and neurotic. The whole area around the Grand Hotel was closed off right down to the sea-edge. At about 11pm a noisy demonstration made its way along the seafront towards the Grand. Shouts of 'Maggie, Maggie, Maggie - out, out, out!' echoed through the unearthly silence. Old aged pensioners/unemployed and students had decided to go ahead with their planned demonstration against government cuts. The cops were not impressed and they tried to force people off the road. They were totally disregarded by the press. (We assume the woman must have told the local press about the incident - BF Collective).

During the next couple of days several known Nazis - such as Patrick Harrington (the NF Student Organiser at the centre of the N London Polytechnic row) - were arrested and charged by the local police who held people still - disregarding some thuggish watchdogs. The woman said she was not frightened and refused to be intimidated. It was made clear to her that they would be prepared to hurt people that she cared for, particularly the local pensioners and unemployed. They threatened that she would be 'dead' if she was seen anywhere near the Conservative Club - on the Thursday - the chairman of which was being late for tea to you this time' and left her alone. However she later realised that she was being followed by one of them. Feeling worried she tried to contact a friend to meet her. She had no problem after that and the woman was totally disregarded by the press.
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